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Abstract—Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) are extensively distributed, several extending WSNs established on the 

similar field which develop into more common. In corresponding situation, their lifetime is conventional to been prolonged 

by coordinated packet forwarding. Despite the fact few researchers acquire and considered about cooperation in 

numerous WSNs, most of them do not take into account the heterogeneity in the component of each WSN such as battery 

capacity, operation start time, the number of nodes, nodes location, energy consumption, packet size and so on. In a 

heterogeneous surrounding, confiding lifetime enhancement with coordination cannot be fair. In this paper, a fair 

coordinative routing method is suggested for heterogeneous overlying WSNs. It advances an energy pool to preserve the 

entire number of energy consumption by coordinated forwarding. The energy pool plays a role of dealer for fair 

coordination. 
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I. INTRODUCTION  

 Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) acquired much consideration as a aid for collecting and utilizing data from real world. 

The number of WSN applications has been increasing extensively and the application range is conventional to spread. WSN is a 

network possessed of a large number of sensor nodes and one or a few sinks in order that gather data from sensor nodes. 

Typically, sensor nodes are powered by small batteries, hence the energy consumption in performing WSN becomes as low as 

desirable. Some methods for increasing network lifetime are needed in WSNs. Despite all sensor nodes accomplish an equal 

amount of data packets in a WSN, nodes around a sink have to transfer more packets and tend to die earlier than other nodes 

because the energy consumption of sensor nodes is about completely influenced by data communication slightly than by sensing 

and processing. Hence, the whole network lifetime can be extended by balancing the communication load at heavily loaded nodes 

around a sink. The issue is called the energy hole problem and is one of the most important issues for WSNs. To avoid the energy 

hole problem, a fair coordinative routing method with shared nodes is proposed to achieved fair lifetime improvement in 
heterogeneous wireless sensor network. 

II. RELATED WORK 

 The Authors in[1] proposed the multiple sink network design issue where the finest places for the sink nodes should be 

computed depending on several distinct design criteria.In [2] the Authors introduced a novel mathematical model for analyzing 
the connectivity of multi-sink WSNs over squared region.The Authors in [3] proposed Virtual Cooperation Bond as a distributed 

protocol that permits cooperation among different WSNs.The Authors in [4] proposed Iso-map that obtains energy efficient 

contour mapping by gathering reports from isoline nodes only.The Authors in [5] refined an  analytical  model for  the energy  

hole  problem  in  many-to-one sensor networks.Based on the characteristics of energy hole  model the capability  of existing 

techniques is examined in mitigating this problem.In [6] the Authors proposed an Linear Programming framework that 

contributes a theoretical basis to examine network lifetime benefits for various cooperation  strategies  and  in  different  

distribution  scenarios.The Authors in [7] investigate the analytical aspect of the  non-uniform node distribution approach in WSN 

in order to escape the energy hole around the sink.The Authors in [8] proposed a  non-uniform power-aware deployment design 

occupying on normal sensor application mode which is enhanced  to maintain continuous connectivity coverage.The Authors in 

[9] introduces an Energy-Efficient Unequal Clustering(EEUC) structure for periodical data gathering in WSNs.In [10] the 

Authors investigate the transmission range distribution optimization dispute and shows where the inefficiencies  lies when trying 
to maximize the lifetime of many-to-one WSNs.The Authors in [11] focuses on providing sharp bounds and in some cases 

explicit results to functional lifetime problem for spatially regular networks.In  [12] the Authors proposed base station be mobile 

and exhibited that traffic experienced by the most densely loaded node is diminished by a factor of 3 with only an arbitary 

mobility strategy.The Authors in [13] defined control algorithm and experimental results from sensor network distribution with an  

autonomous helicopter and planned  to develop a system for automatic network replacement. The Authors in [14] considered the 

capacity and scalability issues related to many-to-one conversation in data-gathering WSN and showed that total transportation 

quantity of similar network.The Authors in [15] proposed S-MAC,a Medium Access Control(MAC) protocol created for WSNs 

and examined energy efficiency as the main intention in protocol design. 
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III. PROPOSED WORK 

 This work includes heterogeneity of networks and a fair coordinative routing method is proposed to escape unfair 
development only on assured networks. One or a few shared nodes is introduce that needs multiple channels to deliver data 

packets.Overbearing that sinks and shared nodes can connect with any WSNs here, different WSNs can use coordinated routing 

with each other after all shared nodes grant sensor nodes to forward data from another WSN as the objective of altering points 

among corresponding WSN planes.When acquiring a packet, a shared node elects the route to send the packet, according to 

proposed route selection methods.This coordination prolongs the lifetime of each network uniformly as feasible. 

IV. SYSTEM MODEL 

 

Figure 1: Showing system design of fair routing. 

 In this design first node size need to be entered for both WSN1 and WSN2 then WSN1and WSN2 are created and then 
the source is selected.If WSN1 is selected as the source then sink1 is the destination and if WSN2 is selected as the source then 

sink2 is the destination.A fair coordinative routing method with two route selecting method is proposed. 

Pool-based routing 
 Shared nodes manages Energy Pool,the entire amount of energy utilization used by coordinative forwarding.When a 

node in WSN1 sends a packet to WSN2,the Energy-Pool of WSN1 is expanded and that of WSN2 is reduced.By electing a route 

based on the value of Energy-Pool,the coordination with fairness of energy consumption is obtained in a heterogeneous 

environment. 

Life-based routing 

 Elects  the route with maximum route lifetime. Life-based is concentrating on the traffic loads by estimating the route 

lifetime.Therefore the heavy-loaded nodes equivalence their loads to other network nodes and advances to a longer lifetime. 

V. IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS 

 The Implementation of this work is executed in the outermost well-known tool of java that is Eclipse Luna.Eclipse Luna 

is an incorporated advancement environment (IDE) for creating applications using standardized java programming language.The 

experimental results computes that pool routing achieves sensor nodes with minimum energy consumption for saving sensor 

nodes energies.Life based achieves sensor nodes with maximum energy availability so that route establishment will be there for 

maximum duration in order to send maximum number of packets. 

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

 The current focus is on heterogeneous overlapped sensor networks that are constructed at the same area.In such situation 

lifetime of all networks should be expanded by coordination in multiple networks.Hence a fair coordinative routing method with 

shared nodes is proposed with desire to gain fair lifetime improvement in heterogeneous overlapped sensor networks.Traffic 

around the sink increases, nodes around the sink can expire earlier in future there is need to lower the traffic around the sink.In 

future we need to take into account the heterogeneity in the network and there is a need to improve utility function of network life 

time. 
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